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1 
Rings satisfying chain conditions have been of interest for quite some 
time. The famous Wedderburn Theorem states that semisimple Artinian 
rings must be finite direct sums of matrix rings. Goldie’s theorem links 
rings with ascending chain conditions to rings with descending chain condi- 
tions, thus extending Wedderburn’s result. A ring R is said to be a (right) 
Goldie ring if R satisfies the ascending chain condition on (right) 
annihilator ideals and R contains no infinite direct sum of (right) ideals. 
From Goldie’s theorem we know that a semiprime (right) Goldie ring must 
be an order in a semisimple (right) Artinian ring. 
A natural question to arise is whether the matrix and polynomial rings 
over (right) Goldie rings are also necessarily (right) Goldie rings, Under 
certain additional hypotheses such as if the ring is an order in a (right) 
Artinian ring [4] or if the ring contains a certain type of uncountable set 
in its center [I], the answer is yes. Moreover, the second Goldie condition 
is always preserved [3]. Hence, as in the case for the matrix ring counter- 
example [2], we must explore the ascending chain condition on (right) 
annihilator ideals. 
In the next section we construct a commutative Goldie ring R whose 
polynomial ring R[t] contains two infinite sets of polynomials, {p,(t)} and 
(qj(t)}, such that pi(t) qj(t) = 0 iff i #j. This condition forces qk(t) to be in 
Ann((p,(t): i>k)) and qk(t) to be excluded from Ann({p,(t): i>k- 1)). 
Thus R[t] has an infinite ascending chain of annihilator ideals 
. ..Ann( (p,(t): i> k- 1)) c Ann( (p,(t): i> k})... 
and hence, R[t] fails the Goldie criteria. 
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We obtain R in two stages. First we define a polyno 
a prime ideal P. The factor ring Z,[A]/P is our 
consider R = D[ U], the polynomials in (u,, ul, I+, 
determine two ideals, P and I. The prime ideal P plays an i 
in ail that follows. The ring R/t is R. Now we begin. 
Let A= {an,, for i in Z+ and j=O, 1, 2, 3); U= (Q, ul, u2, us); 
K1= {u;‘, u;l, u;l, u;l}; X= (xi, for i in %+I; §tT?S 
of commuting indeterminates over Z,. Let y, z s in 
Z,[A, U, K,, X, (c)l. Define 
eg(ati) = (1,O) = deg(x,j; 
cfegb,) = (0, 1); 
d%(C) = (0, 0); 
deg,(gi) = the total degree of y in the an,; 
degUfz) = the total degree of z in the uj. 
Consider the doubly graded Z,-algebra homomorphism 
f: Z,[A] -+ Z,[X, c, u, ix,]; 
alij -+ &x$&j:‘. 
Clearly Z,[X, c, U, K 1] is a domain, so P, the kernel of ff, must be a 
rime homogeneous ideal. It is easy to see that the kernel of such a graded 
homomorphism is generated by elements of the form (monomial- 
monomial ). For example, 
(apkm + .iqmakj) is a generator of P. (1) 
This element comes up again later. A quick glance at ff yields 
{y such that deg,(gi)<2)nP= (2) 
Let y, aii, A be ‘the images of y, aii, A in D = Z,[W]/tP. Exten 
D[ U]; that is, 
Let P = ker f and denote by Pi the set of elements in P whose total 
in the uis is i. So P,=(kerf)nD=kerff=O. 
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Note that in addition to the usual grading by degrees, we have another 
grading-a “weighted” grading W-defined on D[U] by W(b nj uy) = 
cijnj, where p is a monomial in the a,j’s; on Z,[X, c, U, U-r] by 
W(GcJ nj uJ.Q) = J+cj jn,, where 6 is a monomial in the xi’s, The 
homomorphism f respects this weighted grading also, so P = ker f is a 
prime, homogeneous ideal with respect to both gradings. 
Next we examine the elements that generate the R,-modules P1 and P,. 
Using the weighted grading, the only elements of degree 1 in U we need to 
consider have the form #?u, where deg,(/3) = 0. Obviously u, is not in the 
prime ideal P. This forces /I to be in P. But P, is 0. Thus P, = 0. 
Straightforward calculations yield 
in P; 
c13ik = aiOak3 uO ‘3 + ail ak2 u1 u2 in P; (3) 
a4ik = ai1 ak3 u1 u3 + ai2ak2 u: in P. 
So clearly P, will not be trivial. We shall see that (cc,,, tlsik, adik) generate 
the elements in P, of deg, = 2, and that aZik, czsik turn out to be the coef- 
ficients of t2, t3 in the polynomial p,(t) qk(t) in R[t]. 
Suppose Y 2, a difference of two monomials, is in P,. Let y, = 
(ni, j a?) u,u, -t (ni,j a?) u,u, # 0. Using the weighted grading, we can 
assume that r+ u=s+ w. Because Po=O= P, and P is prime, we 
immediately conclude (r, v} n {s, w} = 0. There are only three possibilities 
for {(r, s), (0, WI>: 
((03 21, (1, l,>, m 3)> (1>2)), u4 3), (2>2)}. 
Furthermore, by examining the X and U parts of f( y2) and recalling (l), 
we see that if deg,(y,) < 3, then yZ must be of the forms described in (3). 
Now we are ready to define I as the homogeneous (with respect to the 
degree grading) ideal generated by 
G = {all elements in P of deg, > 2; aLjk, c13ik, for all k # j; 
ccz,i-~3,1 for all i,j; uIu3, 24:, ui, uiuju, for all i,j, s}. 
Let R be the domain D[ U] and R be the graded ring R/I. Let y denote the 
image Of y in R. Consider pi(t) = aiollo + air U1 t, qk(t) = akot$ + ElkI II1 t + 
ak2u2t2 + ak,u,t3. Then the product p,(t) qk(t) = aZikt2 + asikt3 is zero 
precisely when if k. Hence from our discussion in Section 1, we see that 
R[t] is not a Goldie ring. Next we show R is a Goldie ring. 
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In order to show that R has no infinite ascending chain of annihilators, 
we will explicitly determine its annihilator ideals. F 
written as R,+R, +R,, where Ri is the ith component wi 
degree in U. Denote by yi the ith componen 
denote R localized at P and let YI denote (yr E 
or y1 = q,q, + clul or y, = cDuO + ezuz where C,E 
equivalence classes on s/; of R, by: 
C:=, Cilpi is equivalent t0 C;=, for 
i,j=R 1, 2, (Ciui)/(ci+lui+l)= (djuj)JCdj+l 
cOuO + eraI is equivalent to (d,u, + d, 
cOuO + c2u2 is equivalent to (douo + d, 
Denote by %‘(y ,) the equivalence class of yl. 
THEOREM 4. (i) Given y1 E Y,, the number of ideals in { 
and z1 I%?) is no more than two. 
If yl, zI E Yp, such that Ann(y, z) # 
and z1 E %(yl)~ 
(iii) If yr is not in 9, or if y0 #Q, then Arm(y) is in the folkwing 
finite set of ideals (0, R, R,, P, RI R, A 
i = 0, I, 2, 3 >. Furthermore, 
Ann(u,) = u,R; 
Ann(u,) = u1 R. 
Recall that the annihilator ideal of a set S is the intersection of the 
annihilators of the elements in S. Theorem 1 implies that Ann S will be an 
ideal other than those listed in (iii) only when all of the degree I
the elements in S fall into one equivalen class. Let dY = (Ann S sue 
that if a~!3 then z1 is equivalent to y1 >, arts fi) and (ii) of Th 
imply ~4~ is a finite set. Note if Ann( ) c Ann(S,), then An 
1 v S,), so we may assume S, c S, . Thus an infinite chai 
The rather difficult proof of Theorem 1 appears in Section 4. 
e show R has finite Goldie rank by determining 
k 6. Let J = Ru,u, + Ru,u, i Ru,u, + Ru,u, + 
above direct summands of J is isomorphic as an 
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R,, and thus has rank 1. Hence J has rank 5. Note that P = (0, cc), where 
a is the image of clZii n R. Let H = J + P. Then H has rank 6. 
We need only show that H is essential. Let K be an ideal in R. Then 
without loss of generality, there exists k in K such that k is in R,. (If 
k=k,+k,+k, with k,,#O, then O#ulu2k, is in K. If k=k, +k, with 
kl #O, then by part (iii) of Theorem 1, there exists an Ui such that uik, is 
a nonzero element of K.) So K contains a nonzero element of the form 
k = & kijuiuj, where k, is in R,. If ailajla, & kijuiuj, is zero, then by the 
proof of Theorem l(iii), Cii kijuiuj must be in P, in which case we would 
be done. Otherwise from AI&, Aa,, = 0, we have 
ailajlaiz C kijUiUj 
ij 
= (element in H) + ajl kl2(ailai2ul~z) 
+ aizku(ailajlUf) 
= (element in H) + ajlk&aioai3uou3) 
+ aizkn(aioapuouzh 
which is in H. Therefore, H is essential. 
4 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Recall that R = R/I may 
be written as R,+R, +R,, where Ri is the ith component with respect o 
degree in U. Denote by yi the ith component of the element y (the image 
of y in R). For z in R, the product yz is 0 iff 
YOZOEIO=PO; (4) 
Yozl-+Y1z0~Il=p1; (5) 
yoz, + ylzl + yzzo E 12 = P, -t U&u; + Rou, 243 + R,u,~). (6) 
First we show that in the case y. # 0, the annihilator of y must be either 
0 or P. Because P is prime and y. is not in P, using (4) we have z. 
in PO= 0. Substituting 0 for z. in (5), and using a similar argument, 
we have z1 = 0. Substituting these values into (6) yields yoz, in 1*. Now 
z2 = & ziiuiui, for some Z~E R,. Note that without loss of generality, we 
may assume (i, j) # (0, 0), (1, 3), (2,2). Then y,z, E P, c P, hence z2 E P. 
Thus, z2 is in P = {O, a}, where a is the image of clZij in R. That is, 
Ann y c P. Clearly if y. E AR, (where AR, is the ideal in R, generated by 
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the Q’S), then Ann y r> P and so, Ann y = otherwise ya = 
R,) and Ann y = 0. 
Now suppose y,, = 0. Then if z0 # 0, by a sym 
. In the nontrivial case y = a, we have Ann y = 
we have 
is in 
ence 
LEMMA 2. (i) If y0 is not in AR,, then Ann(y) = 
(ii) if y0 is rzonzero and in AR,, then Ann(y) = 
(iii) Arm(P) = AR,, -t R,R, + R,. 
Next we consider the more complicated case, y0 = 0 = zO- ote that 
qk(1) Pi(l) = (C~=O akj~jlj)(Cj=o w,l’) = aZik + ‘3ik. 
k, then qk(l)pi(l) is clearly 0; if i= k, then ~~~~)pi(~~ is ca + 
since ch R is 2. So there exist many nontrivial an~~bi~ators 
1+&. 
ciui, z1 = Ci diuj. Then since y, = 0 = zO, we see that (4) (5), 
and (6) become 
YlZl’ C (Cidj+ cldi) U,Uj+C,d~t,u~ 
icj 
+c,d,u:+c,d,u~ic,d,u~E.d. (-9 
From the weighted grading on P and the generators of I, we know no U: 
term and no uZu3 term may exist in P,, and hence not in I. So c3d, = 0, 
which implies cg or d, is zero. We assume cg is zero. Then the coefficient 
of u2u3 becomes c2d3, which must also be zero. Thus either c2 or d3 is zero. 
Suppose c2 is not zero. Then from d, = 0, (7), the generators of I, and the 
homogeneity of P with respect o the weighted grading, we have 
(cod1 +c,do) ~0~1 of’; i.e., cod, + c,dO = (8) 
(Cod2 + Czdo) ~0~2 + Ci d, U: E P; 
(c,d,+c,dl)u,u,EP; i.e., c1 d, + cZdl = 0. (10) 
If c2 # 0 and cr = 0, then (10) implies dl is . In this case we have 
ya = c,,uO + cZuZ and z1 = d,u, + d,u,, so yl.za is iff co& + c2do = 0. 
Next we show that if c2 is nonzero, then cr st be zero. For if cl is 
nonzero (with c2 and z1 nonzero), then dl is nonzero. (Note: If d, = en 
(8) implies d, = 0 and (10) implies d, = 0. Similarly if d2 = 0, then z1 = 0,) 
So from c2, c1 # 0, we have d, , d2 are nonzero and the formulas in (8) and 
(10) yield 
coIc1=dold,; 
c,Icz = d,ld,. 
(II) 
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From the equations in (11) we have co/c2 = d,/d,, or equivalently, 
(cod2 + czdO) U,,ZQ is in P. Applying (9), this forces crd,uT to be in P. So 
c1 or d, must be zero, which is a contradiction. Hence the only nontrivial 
case for c2 # 0 is where c1 = 0, d, = 0 and cod2 + czdO = 0. 
Now suppose c* is zero. Then from (7), and from the generators of Z, we 
have 
(cod1 + Cl do) UOUl E p; i.e., cod, + c1 do = 0; 
c,d,u,u*+c,d,u~EP; 
Cod3UoU3 + c1d,u,u, E P. 
(8’) 
(9’) 
(10’) 
In R,, the above formulas yield 
Hence we have proved 
LEMMA 3. Suppose y, z E R, R. Zf yz E P, then one of the following cases 
holds. 
(i) The product yz = 0 if y, E u,R and z1 E ujR, where 
(i,AE ((O,O), C&2), 11, 3)). 
(ii) Zfyl = couo + c2u2 with co, c2 nonzero, then the product yz E P iff 
z1 = douo + d2u2, and co/c2 = do/d,. 
(iii) Zf y1 = couo + cl u1 with co, cl nonzero, then the product yz E P iff 
z,=douo+dlul+d,u2+d3u3, and (11’) holds. 
(iv) Zf zl =d,u,+ d,u, +d2u2+d3u3 with d, nonzero, then the 
product yz E P iff y1 = couo + cl u1 and (11’) holds. 
Remark 4. Lemmas 2 and 3 imply if yl, x1 E Y; such that 
Ann(y, x) # R,, 0, or P, then y0 = x0 = 0, x1 E %(yl). Furthermore if 
x1 E V(y,), w1 E +?(zl) with ylzl E P then x1 w1 E P. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we shall show 
LEMMA 5. Given y1 E Yl, the number of ideals in {Ann(x) such that 
x0 = 0 and x1 E %?(y,)} is no more than two. 
ProoJ: Supposexo=yo=zo=Oandx,=bouo+b,u,,y,=couo+c,u,, 
z1 =C?=, diui, and ylzl = a. We shall show that V, the equivalence class 
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of yr, can be written as the union of VI and 5&, two disj subsets, such 
that if x1 E %TI then Ann x = Ann y and if xg E %$ then x=AnnV,, 
A similar argument applies to the other elements in 9r. 
By Remark 4, if x1 is equivalent to y1 then we have xz E 
obtained from the lowest deg, part of its preimage in 
lowest degree parts of x1 and z1 that determine whether 
a moment’s thought we realize that for our purposes, w 
bi)s, and dls are homogeneous by disregarding all but 
parts. ause x1 and y1 are equivalent, we have b,c, =b,c,. The two 
subset and %$, will be determined by deg, b, and deg, cr. 
Since yrzr=a, part of c,d,u,u,+c,d,u:+~,d?zl~u~+c~d~u~~~ has 
degree 2 in A. Without loss of generality, assume the deg, = 2 
in c,d,u,u,+c,d,u~. Note that deg,b, c 
(Otherwise from b,c, = b, cO, we would have 
gA(bOdZugu2 + b,dlui) is less than deg~(codzuouz + cld,u:) = 2. This 
since the weight 2 part of xlzl W,(xr yr) = b,d,u,u,i 
f deg, b, exceeds deg, cl, then by a similar argument we see 
that every part of b,dZuou2-t- b,d,uf + bod,u,u, + bIdZulu has 
greater than 2. Hence, from xz E P, we have xz is zero if deg, b 1 > de 
Next we show that if deg, b, = deg, c1 , then the weight 2 part of xa 
same as the weight 2 part of yz. Moreover in this case b, = cl and b, = co3 
so Ann x = Ann y. 
Assume deg, b, = deg, c1 and the deg, = 2 part of ye is of weight 2; i.e., 
it occurs in c,d,uou,+c,d,u~. From b,c,=b,c, we have b,y,z,=c~x,z, 
and 
Wz(b,y,z,)=b, 1 u,q=b, (aiOaj*uIJu2+ @ila,IuII 
(i>j)Eb 1l.i) t % 
eg,b,=deg,c, and x,z,~P, W,(c,x,z,) must have t 
considering the “smallest” (i, j) in $ and the 
that, in order for W,(b, y,z,) = W,(c,x,z,), 
have to be greater than 2 unless (i, j) = (k, I). H 
ment, we have 2 = X, or equivalently, 6, = cl. Thus 
argument works for the weight 3 parts, so if b, = cl then xz = 
for any w. E R,R n %?(zr) we have xw = yw. A similar ar 
the other equivalence classes. Note that the above two ~a~agrapb~ im
that if there exist z, z’ for two equivalent element 
xz = x’z’ = a, then the lowest degree coefficients of the ui9 
as those in x’ and Ann x = Ann x’. Given an equivalence class either there 
exists some y1 in it such that yz = a, or not. If not there is only one 
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annihilator associated with that class. If there is such a yl, let g1 be the set 
of elements in w with the lowest degree coefficients of the uI)s the same as 
those of yl, and let G&, be the compliment of V1 in V. We are done. 
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